Abstract: Numerous mathematical models of human skeletal muscles have been developed. However, none of them is adopted as a general one and each of them is suggested for some specific purpose. This topic is essential in humanoid robotics, since we firstly need to understand how human moves and acts in order to exploit human movement patterns in robotics and design human like actuators. Simulations in biomechanics are intensively used in research of locomotion, safe human-robot interaction, development of novel robotic actuators, biologically inspired control algorithms, etc. This paper presents two widely adopted muscle models (Hill's and Huxley's model), elaborates their features and demonstrates trade-off between their accuracy and efficiency of computer simulations. The simulation setup contains mathematical representation of passive muscle structures as well as mathematical model of an elastic tendon as a series elastic actuation element. Advanced robot control techniques point out energy consumption as one of the key issues. Therefore, energy store and release mechanism in elastic elements in both tendon and muscle, based on the simulation models, are considered.
Introduction
This paper presents a part of the current research at the School of Electrical Engineering in Belgrade in the field of exploiting bio-inspired solutions in technical world and particularly in robotics. Knowing that future service robots will be most likely humanoids that can easily fit within our environment fully accommodated for humans, we need to have extensive insight and comprehensive understanding of human anatomy, physiology and human control patterns. To that end, we need accurate mathematical models which would accurately represent real biological systems and assist our understanding and studying them. In [1] , we suggested the technical paragon to the antagonistic human actuation system, while in [2] we pointed out necessity of accurate mathematical model in robot design and control with the final aim to enable safe human robot interaction. There have been numerous attempts to create artificial muscles ( Fig. 1 ) and therefore exploit advantages of muscles as main movers: pneumatic McKibben pneumatic actuator [3] , piezoelectric muscle-like actuator [4] , electroactive polymer actuators as artificial muscles [5] , shape memory alloys [6] , and other solutions. However, they all require good understanding of human muscle physiology and patterns of muscle behaviour, in order to inherit principles of the biological solution. This study presents different mathematical models of human muscles as the most advanced actuators, whose power-to-weight ratio is far superior to all conventional actuators so far [7] .
Fig. 1 -Artificial muscles: A-McKibben pneumatic actuator, B-piezoelectric musclelike actuator, C-electroactive polymer actuators, D-shape memory alloys.
In this study we outline Hill's and Huxley's muscle models [8, 9] , compare them and conduct comparative analysis by computer simulations. We elaborated advantages of both models, necessary extensions by numerical simulations, and point out the possible use of the models through the simulation experiments. Some typical patterns of human muscle activity are used to make comparison among the models and prove the validity by comparing to the real muscle behaviour. Relations between force, length and velocity of the skeletal muscle, in addition to muscles and bone topology are of major importance for resulting dynamic impedance behaviour in contact tasks for humans. Therefore, this study will assist in analysis of energy efficiency of human muscle pairing, voluntary control of compliance in contact tasks, and optimization analysis of the human muskulo-skeletal system.
Numerous authors have already presented technical realization of humanlike actuation in cutting edge robotics. At Osaka University antagonistically coupled pneumatic actuator is described in [10] . In German Aerospace Center (DLR) tendon driven antagonistic robotic actuator is demonstrated in [11] . Japanese robot Kenshiro from University of Tokyo [12] and ECCEROBOT designed by the European consortium [13] are prime examples of robots that fully exploit a muskulo-skeletal human structure and therefore highlight importance of the research presented in this paper.
Section 2 of the paper gives short overview of muscle physiology, Section 3 presents common muscle structures and the two corresponding models. In Section 4 simulation results and correlation level between mathematical models to real muscles behaviour are presented. Section 5 demonstrates model based analysis of energy distribution between elastic properties within a muscle and its tendon. Finally, some remarks are made and tips for future work are stated in the Discussion and Conclusion Section.
Review of Muscle Physiology
There are three types of muscles: skeletal, heart, and smooth muscles. Skeletal muscles make up a major part of the body. Heart muscle is striated like skeletal muscle, but is never tetanized in its normal function. Instead, it functions in single twitches, which are evoked by electrical impulses from Sinus-Atrial node (SA) node. Smooth muscles are not striated, and are not controlled voluntarily. The examples for this kind are muscles that surround blood vessels or linings of organs.
The focus in this paper is on skeletal muscles since they are involved in movements such as locomotion. Skeletal muscles are controlled by the nerves. When neural impulse reaches muscle tissue it causes the muscle contraction and during the contraction, muscle viscoelastic properties are changed. A general consensus seems to exist among muscle physiologists concerning the broad outlines of the contraction process. Nevertheless, the precise details are the subject of active investigation and debate.
Muscles exert force when activated by nerve stimulation or by artificial stimuli (electrode). When stimulated at a sufficiently high frequency, muscles can generate a maximal tension (tetanized muscle), which remains almost constant in time. The activity of the contracting mechanism is thought to be maximal. These stimuli start a chain reaction of chemical processes that initiate the actin filament and opposite myosin filament to build cross-bridge connection. The myofilaments, actin and myosin, are together the smallest functional unit of a muscle -the sarcomere (Fig. 2) . This element generates force in a muscle, and is often termed active element or contractile element in literature. Movement is initiated when the myofilaments slide past one another.
Muscle fiber consists of a large number of sarcomeres that are arranged in series. The alignment of sarcomeres in series observed in parallel arranged fibers attributes to the name of striated muscle. A large number of muscle fibers arranged in parallel form a muscle belly.
Muscle fibers are connected to bones via tendons which transfer the force generated in muscle, but also include additional compliance in musculature. The muscle force is produced by cross-bridges, while passive elements are tendons and connective tissue which covers and protect muscle fibers. Therefore this element is essential to be modelled correctly. The viscoelastic properties of the passive elements are also important for muscle behaviour and their role has to be taken into account for any reliable muscle models as it is shown in the following section.
Muscle models
A universal mathematical model of human muscle has not been developed yet. However, many authors have presented numerous models, each of them suitable for a very specific application. In this section, we will present Hill's and Huxley's models and our implementation of both models in computer simulations.
Hill's model
Hill was pioneer in muscle modelling [14] and numerous models rely on his muscle representation (Fig. 3 ). Winters and Stark [15] described Hill's macroscopic model as mechanical structure which contains: the Contractile Element (CE) -which generates force due to an activation signal, passive viscoelastic properties (originating from muscle force-length-velocity correlation); the Parallel Element (PE) -visco-elastic properties originating from connective tissues within a muscle unit such are epimysium, perimysium and endomysium; and the Series Element (SE) -to contribute for the tendon and aponeuroses. Muscle mass is presented through the inertial element with mass M. While a muscle generates force that shortens the muscle and therefore pull the link, the link and all other load pull the muscle representation with force F as denoted in 
The force, which contractile element delivers, depends on the contraction velocity and its length. The force that can be developed depends on the number of cross-bridges that can be formed, which is related to the amount of overlap of the actin and myosin filaments. The equation that describes the force-length relation according to Hill is given by (3), where: w -width of the force-length relationship; m l -actual muscle length; mopt l -optimum muscle length.
The PE represents various connective tissues that run parallel to the muscle fibers and its visco-elastic properties are represented by spring and damper. According to Winters and Stark [15] the spring effect -F p , of the PE can be described as partly exponential until PE stiffness reaches its max value and afterwards it behaves as linear spring (4). Parallel tissues have damping effect -F d , as well F d can be easily modelled by (5) . The following labels are used: F max -the force at which the element changes from exponential to linear elasticity; l mc -the length at which the element changes from exponential to linear elasticity; l m -actual muscle length; l mc -slack muscle length; k m ,k ml -spring constants; k ms -shape parameter; B m -the damping constant; v m -the velocity of change of muscle length. The sum of F p and F d represents contribution of the PE: 
SE represents a tendon and transmits the force F SE from muscle to the bone. Similarly to the spring effect of the PE it can be modelled partly as exponential and partly as linear spring where max tendon stiffness is obtained when the force transmitted through the tendon is F tc which means at tendon length l t = l tc . Therefore, for F tc -the force at tendon becomes linear; l tc -the length at which tendon becomes linear; l t -tendon length; l ts -tendon slack length; k t ,k tltendon spring constants; k te -exponential shape parameter, it stands: 
Implemented Hill's model
Having in mind muscle representation shown in Fig. 3 and equations (1) - (7), one can derive full muscle model with tendon dynamics (8), while complete load from the rest of the body is represented by force F and therefore force F SE . For our Hill's model implementation, we choose muscle length and velocity as state space variables:
activation a is an input and therefore a control parameter for the system.
Of special interest for muscle behaviour is stiffness of the overall muscletendon structure. During specific and repetitive tasks (e.g. walking), this stiffness can be exploited to decrease energy consumption. This overall muscle -tendon stiffness can be moderated for the same muscle -tendon length (l m + l t = const.) by muscle activity a so the passive elements of both PE and SE change their particular lengths l m and l t and accordingly their stiffness. For isometric condition, ratio l m /l t can be reduced in a case of higher muscle activity which leads to higher overall stiffness, but at the same time to the higher energy consumption which is correlated with muscle activity a.
Huxley's model
For more detailed insight into stiffness distribution one should use the most detailed model on microscopic level. Huxley was the first one to set the muscle model on this level [16] , while Zahalak gave his contribution to enable numerical simulation on a microscopic level [17] .
Huxley considered dynamics of the filaments within muscle and probability of establishing cross-bridges (connecting myosin heads to actin filaments inside sarcomeres). The distribution function n(x,t) describes the distribution of attached cross-bridges, i.e. rate of connections between myosin heads and actin filaments, as a function of cross-bridge length x. The force dependence on velocity is implicitly included by assuming that cross-bridge attachment and detachment are time-dependent processes:
where: f(x) -probability of attaching myosin heads to actin filaments (probability of establishing cross-bridges); g(x) -probability of detaching myosin heads from actin filaments (probability of breaking of established crossbridges); λ(l) -overlap factor depends on normalized muscle length l = l m /l mopt .
Huxley's model implementation
In order to apply the Distribution-Moment (DM) approximation, we assume that distribution function is Gaussian. Using the DM approximation from [17] , we get system of three Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE) instead of Partial Differential Equation (PDE), as it is shown in [17] . If these assumptions are included into equation (9), i.e. (10) after integration. ζ is normalized sarcomere length with hypothesis that overall muscle length is sum of all sarcomere lengths in single muscle fiber while γ = 0,1,2:
. (10) If Q γ is defined by (11), three ODE for γ = 0,1,2 are obtained according to (12) :
Using DM approximation we get three state variables Q γ . These variables representing the first three moments of the cross-bridge distribution function have direct physical meaning. The first distribution moment Q 0 represents the variable proportional to stiffness of the contractile tissue, the second one Q 1 is proportional to the total muscle force of contractile element and the third distribution moment Q 2 is proportional to the total elastic energy that exists in the cross bridge.
We implemented a generalized two-state muscle model of Huxley's type for calculating the force of contractile element in modified Hill's model. DM approximation is used to develop a system of ordinary differential equations (ODE) appropriate for numerical calculations and implementation in the simulation model.
Both models were implemented in Simulink Matlab (The Mathworks, Natick, USA).
Results of Comparative Analysis of Macroscopic Hill and Incorporated Huxley Cross-Bridge Muscle's Models
Following figures (Figs. 4 -6 ) depict comparison between the system with muscles modeled after macroscopic Hill's theory and the system with incorporated Huxley's model and DM approximation. Since prime movers of the humans are skeletal muscles with their tendons, we use the similar setup for model validation: series elastic actuation containing muscle and tendon followed by inertial object replicating limb (Fig. 3) . Simulation experiment exploits state space model presented by (8) , while model parameters are listed in Appendix A.
Muscle contractile element force in cases of Hill's and Huxley's model when activated by single pulse activation is pointed out in Fig. 4 . Fig. 4 demonstrates the core difference between the two models -generated force in contractile element (F CE ). One can see that more detailed Huxley approximation that considers establishment of cross-bridges within muscle units gives smoother shape of the muscle forces suggesting to be more suitable to the real muscle behaviour [18] . On the other hand, due its simplicity and computational efficiency Hill's model is acceptable for some purposes [19] . However, both representations give similar results on time and amplitude scales.
Fig. 4 -Muscle force in cases of macroscopic Hill and incorporated
Huxley cross-bridge models as a result of computer simulation.
Due to different dynamics of generated force in active element of the muscle in cases of two models, as one can observe in Fig. 5 , there is a slight difference in muscle lengths too. The muscle shortens due to single pulse neuroactivation, and the length change of this muscle in Hill's and Huxley's model is performed in the same way. Differences in muscle length are present especially during the transit process (observed length difference in Fig. 5 at 1.5 s) , but those dissimilarities are acceptable and expected due to generated forces presented above. The differences are smaller during stationary lengths: first and last second in Fig. 5 .
Fig. 5 -Muscle length in cases of macroscopic Hill's and incorporated Huxley's cross-bridge models as a result of computer simulations.
The results demonstrate smoother and more natural trajectories in case of incorporated Huxley's model compared to Hill's model. This might be caused by detailed approximation of physiological process inside the contractile element as force generator within muscle in Huxley's model. On the other hand, Huxley's model with its DM approximation requires more computational resources and it is therefore more time consuming. Contrarily, Hill's model gives less detailed approximation, but again accurate enough for some initial applications and more efficient/faster computational solution.
Model Based Analysis of Energy Distribution in Muscle-Tendon Structure
Human walking or running are prime examples of exploiting dynamic properties of muscle-tendon structure. Therefore, storage of strain energy, as well as its recovery, is unidirectional way towards copying biomimetic principles for technical solutions [19, 20] . To fully understand and exploit phenomenon and muscle physiology, we do need to distinguish between elasticity in muscle and tendon. Many authors have already discussed energy distribution between a muscle and its tendon [21, 22] . This is also confirmed by numbers of simulation experiment in our research. Energy, which could be recovered, is energy stored in purely elastic components: tendon (SE) -E pt , and muscle passive element (PE) -E pm .
The aim of this simulation experiment is to point out role of tendon compliance. Namely it is well known that during walking, cycling, or similar repetitive tasks, as well as while sudden unexpected disturbances tendon is the one who absorbs impact and later one recover energy in order to save muscle endurance [23 -24] . We examined three cases in simulations. We assumed passive muscle (muscle activity is supposed to be zero a = 0) distributed by sinusoidal external force F (see Fig. 3 ) of the same magnitude 150 N and two difference frequencies: 10 Hz and 100 Hz. Results of energy store-and-release in muscle and tendon are presented in Fig. 6 for time interval of 0.2 s. Strain energy stored in the tendon is depicted in red, while total strain energy (strain energy stored in tendon plus strain energy stored in muscle) is given in blue.
One can notice that force impact initially influence tendon extension (and therefore energy storage in the element). Furthermore, fast disturbances affect muscle itself less, i.e. the tendon absorbs most of the energy delivered to the system. Therefore, muscle endurance is saved. Otherwise, strain energy stored in muscle prevails. From the analysis an importance conclusion for repetitive and cyclic task such is cycling, running, or hoping can be drawn: The higher frequency of a movement is, elastic energy stored and released in muscles in each cycle is less and therefore length of the muscles do not change that rapidly, or in other words tendon save muscle endurance.
Discussion and Conclusions
The paper elaborated utilization of different muscle models for comprehensive understanding and accurate prediction of biological systems behavior. Although some preliminary conclusion can be drawn about potential use of Hill's and Huxley's muscle models, there are still numerous opened questions:
1) How to estimate full set of necessary model's parameters for different muscles? 2) How to perform model validation, since it is necessary for wider class of muscle velocities and external forces? 3) Which Electromyography (EMG) representation fits best input of the model? 4) How to rate comparison between measured and simulation results? Further prospective of the model is expected through the stiffness estimation which is one of the key features for safe interaction between humans and human-like services, compliance control of human-like actuation, exploitation of human patterns in control of human-like actuators, and optimization techniques for activation of the artificial muscles. Since accurate control of contemporary robots rely solidly on its dynamics and compensate for well modeled components of it, why this study would not be direction in control of novel human-like actuated service robots?
Since biologically-inspired solutions are getting more common in the technical world, the ongoing research is overall expected to be exploited in numerous directions for better understanding of physiology itself.
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